Latest News from the World of Bids – 08.2019 Newsletter

Conference in a Nutshell
Another conference done and dusted! What a fantastic way to celebrate our 10th
birthday! Thank you to those who attended; we hope you had a great time. For
those who missed it, click above for a summary.

SOEPF & APMP Join Forces
SOEPF & APMP joined forces in May to facilitate a workshop for bid &
procurement professionals in the IT industry to discuss and solution the current
method of evaluating tenders by the Public Sector.

Selling Bids to Organisations
Absa hosted us in June for a meaningful panel discussion on selling bid teams to
organisations. The interaction of the audience was fantastic!

Xrossing Borders – APMP’s 10th Conference
2019 marked APMP’s 10th birthday. We celebrated with a Survivor theme at our
annual conference held in Midrand. We trust you all walked away with a survival
tip you can apply in your workplace.
Breakaway Sessions

Auditorium Sessions First Experience at Conference
Confessions of a Winner

September - Enterprise & Supplier Development Expo

October – APMP AGM hosted by Aecom

REFLECTING ON OUR XROSSING BORDERS CONFERENCE
Compiled by Marlize Schwar, APMP SA Chairman

Xcrossing times, with a survivor theme for the 10th annual conference held in 2019. The organizing committee
decorated the conference venue ensuring each delegate felt the survivor theme in every aspect during the day.
Having Elmarie Claassens as Master of ceremony added to the survivor theme. Elmarie is the psychologist working
behind the scenes for survivor. She knows the personalities of each player and how they strategize to secure their
survival so team players do not vote them out of the tribe. She shared some interesting facts and stories from the
survivor program.
Reflecting back on a fantastic conference I can just say that all the hard work paid off. APMP has a strong committee
with hardworking ladies that contributed more than just their time and effort to this year’s conference. We saw
membership growing in excess of 30% this year. The number of events and networking interactions increased
exponentially. The committee ensures you receive a newsletter every third month providing updates and information
to improve your bid world.
The humorous session with Sara (Sandy Pullinger) and Lara (Larissa Cornelius) had some great learnings as well.
Saying “no” sometimes requires guts, but one needs to stand firm if you want to remain sane as a proposal writer.
Mike Parkinson is just such a seasoned international speaker. It was special having him as our key note speaker. In
order to change anything a person will base decisions on the level of pain experienced, or the level of gain. If not pain
or gain there is a fear factor that will determine why a person make a decision to change. One will base the choice to
change on the level of trust, ego or the value retrieved from this change. Mike shared ten steps in the journey to
change with the audience. He is an enthusiastic speaker who loves South Africa.
It was the first year that we offered break away sessions to provide the delegates with choices of sessions to attend.
It was a great test for all and well received by all delegates.
Congratulations to the winners of the all the awards for 2019:




Elmien Pretorius: Executive Summary
Jeany Ngobese: Best Infographic
Belinda Engelbrecht: Top Professional Award

We all left the conference after some networking and sharing with fellow APMP members.
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APMP SA AND SOEPF WORKSHOPS ON SHAPING FAIR TENDER
EVALUATION
Compiled by Larissa Cornelius

Objective: driving solutions that would enhance performance and transformation objectives
Absa hosted industry sector workshops between bid and procurement
professionals from the ICT, Professional Services and Construction Industry
on the 22nd and 23rd of May 2019. The purpose of the workshops was to
discuss challenges and find possible solutions to how tenders are currently
evaluated within the Public Sector. The feedback from the workshops is
currently being compiled into a white paper that will be presented to National
Treasury via SOEPF, for consideration in the new procurement ACT being
developed.
The workshops objective was to identify possible solutions and improvements in the evaluation criteria, in the public
procurement process. This is to assist with transformation, quality and delivery objectives which is done in a manner
that is: fair, equitable, transparent, cost effective and competitive.
The workshops were broken into the following three high-level sections:
1. Compliance evaluation
2. Functionality/ Technical Criteria
3. Price and B-BBEE
The workshops were well represented and resulted in interesting debates
and possible solutions to current challenges being experienced by both
those evaluating as well as those responding to tenders. What was
interesting is despite the three pilot industries being so different, the
majority of challenges and proposed solutions were areas that were not
industry specific but rather measures that could be put across all sectors.
These workshops were a result of the MOU between APMP SA and SOEPF.
The primary vision for the MOU is to drive procurement engagements
which are efficient, well-governed and promotes Governments goals of job
creation, black economic empowerment and economic growth.
Look out for the white paper which is expected to be released during
September 2019 with both APMP and SOEPF members, as well as
attendees who attended the workshops.
Contact us if you want to be part of future engagements info@apmp.org.za or visit www.apmp.org.za
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HOW TO SELL BID TEAMS TO ORGANISATIONS
Compiled by Marlize Schwar

Gary Tintinger – an APMP member and astute Toastmaster started the evening off with a five minute
Toastmaster speech on how to sell a bid team to organisations.
Gary is the Group Bid Director for Excellerate Property Services and a member of the National Executive Council of
the Security Association of South Africa. He is also the chairman of SASA Gauteng and a member of the Shopping
Centre Council for SA.
Gary stated that bid professionals have the following three skills that makes a bid team a necessity for every
organization:
1) They speak Greek – as every RFP is unique, bid professionals have the ability to understand what the RFP
requirements are. Procurement sometimes hide questions in the RFP to see if the respondent understands
the questions and if their responses correlates.
2) They can herd cats – Bid professionals can operate multiple tasks at the same time. They have the skill to
understand the organisation as a whole and build relationships with all departments and functional areas.
3) They can craft stories – bid professionals have the ability to pull a golden thread through the document
linking all areas together. They understand what the client is looking for and draft a story to sell their
solution.
Gary certainly set the scene for the evening on how to sell bid teams to an organization.
Shirley Moss took over as facilitator for a panel discussion between representatives from four different industries.
The ladies that represented the different industries were:





Debbie Watt – Property Management
Yolande du Plooy – IT
Bernadine Fransman – Banking
Petra McCabe - Consulting Engineers

Shirley asked the panel how their bid teams are structured to allow agility to respond to multiple bids at the same
time.
Property Management have a sales lead for each business unit and they
have a clear bid, no-bid decision process. Bernadine responded that in
their environment that respond to all tenders. IT industry have
resourcing in place and ability to identify top clients to do selective
bidding.
The panel all agreed that it is important to have solution specialists that
can support the bid team to solution for complex bids.
It is however important for bid managers to understand a solution and to be able to start the process making it easier
for sales and solution team to customize the solution for a client.
When the panel was asked if they allow sufficient time for reviews it was only Petra that felt comfortable with their
review process. They allow at least 15% of all the time for reviews.
A member from the audience asked if there is no statistics available in South Africa showcasing the basis for a bid,
no-bid processes in companies. How can bid teams provide proof that it is best to qualify bids and only do the ones
with the highest probability of winning.
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The evening left people with lots to still discuss with fellow industry members. People made great connections
learning from each other. It was pleasing to note that on a cold evening so many bid professionals came to share and
learn from each other. APMP welcomed at least 10 new members during the event.
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XROSSING BORDERS CONFERENCE – BREAKAWAY SESSIONS
CV PREP TIPS & TRICKS
Compiled by Shirley Moss

Debbie Colhoun made a difficult subject very interesting. She firstly asked us all the question “Why are we here?”
Her answer: “To improve our career prospects both in our firm and externally.”
She spoke about positioning yourself – get noticed by others which is great for your growth within your existing
company too.
She suggested the use of LinkedIn as a vital tool to pitch your CV on. Your CV is like a proposal, you need to use a
catchphrase to capture the attention of the seeker. Your cover page needs to reflect what and who you are. Have a
tagline which reflects what you do e.g.: IT Specialist. Update your LinkedIn profile often – it is not Facebook so be
professional, have a professional photo and see it as your personal marketing document.
Remember to use it as a sales pitch and include “buzz words” and relevant key words, thinking like others who are
not in your industry may think by using commonly known descriptions of your experience.
Connect your CV to the job you are applying for and take time to improve it so your CV looks good. Take time to be
perfect and avoid typos and mistakes.
Debbie outlined a few hints and principles to help us to create a great CV:








Don’t lie – be honest
Sell yourself – you are unique
Place your Bio or personal statement first
Put your academic record at the back
Don’t leave unexplained gaps – truthfully state what you did during
that period
Be clear & concise by including relevant information only
Don’t make mistakes

Unfortunately time ran out and we had to end it there but Debbie #outdid herself and we all enjoyed this most
informative session.
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PERSONAL BRANDING AND LEADERSHIP
Compiled by Ipeleng Rakidi

Ashnie Muthusamy is a Registered Counsellor with the Health Professions Council
of South Africa in the field of Psychometry. She presented to us on personal branding
and shared what this entails.

Below are critical elements on how to develop one’s brand:





Know, be and accept yourself
Change your thinking
Know your personal brand
Make a positive contribution

You are constantly being evaluated, the way you talk, and the way you interact with others. Your speech and actions
determine your character. It is important for an individual to reflect and ask themselves the following vital questions:




Am I reliable?
Am I consistent?
Can I be trusted?

The main take away for me from this session is that, it is important to be authentic as an individual. Understand that
you are an integrated being and embrace your authenticity. Stop pretending to be someone else.
In your quest to create your personal brand, it is important to ask yourself if living this brand congruent to who you
are. People will only trust you if the know who you are and what you stand for. Always keep promises you make.
Make a positive contribution to your team and organization.

Grow through feedback, when people give you feedback, do not be defensive, take it, reflect and use it to better
yourself.
Most importantly do not be selfish, mentor other people, give back what you have learned and share with others
what you know. Do not sit with the information you have because wisdom ages and information becomes obsolete.
Your brand should be your message and it is about being authentic.
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YOGA
Compiled by Marlize Schwar

“It’s a peace of mind that constitutes happiness”
Amanda Southgate, a yoga instructor from the East Rand presented one of the break-away sessions engaging the
audience on how to relax with a few yoga exercises that one can do even in the office at your desk.
More and more anxiety experts are recommending yoga, along with meditation and other mindfulness techniques
as part of an effective strategy for bringing a worried and stressed mind under control.

Just a few minutes a day and a proposal writer can relax those muscles in the back that always tense up so much.
Use these as a guideline for your office yoga:
Sitting on your chair. Making sure both your buttocks are making contact with the seat. Interlace the
fingers and stretch arms up. Turn to the left on the seat, so that you are sitting sideways on the seat.
Now keep turning to the left grabbing hold of the backrest of the chair. Use the backrest to push and
pull on to get a good twist to the left. Look over the back shoulder.
Repeat the right hand side.

Sit facing forward, turn to the left and hook either your right elbow or forearm
onto the outside of the left knee and push against the knee and twist to the
left.

Sit on the seat facing forward,
widen the feet. Interlace the
hands behind your back. Then
lean the body forward and
lift the arms up.

Sit facing forward. Widen the legs. Bend knees and keep the feet flat. Lean
forward and touch the floor. If you are able reach under the seat and find
something to grab like the legs of the chair. Round your back and relax your neck.
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Sit on the front edge of the seat. Bend your knees and place the feet flat on the floor right underneath you. Raise
the arms next to your ears. Lean the upper body forward, keeping the arms in line with the ears. Try to lift the
buttocks a few centimetres of the seat as you lean forward and hold for 5 seconds.
Add in a 2 min challenge; Do as many squats, with the buttocks just touching the front of the seat, as you can in 2
min.

Sit facing forward. Bring your right foot up, widen the right knee out
to the right side and place the right foot on the left knee. Feel the
gentle pull in the outer right leg. If you can take if further then lean
your body forward over the bent leg, to your desk or the floor.
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IMPORTANCE OF TEAMBUILDING
Compiled by Shirley Moss

“A GOAL WITHOUT A PLAN IS JUST A WISH”
Keith Tindale from Cando Advertising in the USA delivered a lively presentation and began by
explaining why teams often fail. He said the lack of cohesion and culture differences can impact a
team’s feeling of “doing it together”. We need to know our strengths and having a common vision
is vital. He also mentioned that people who are top performers in their field often get promoted
into leadership without having any understanding of what leadership is about.

What makes a high performing team? It is a team with shared:





Vision & Values
Clear roles & responsibilities
Stamina
Those who celebrate success!

He used the analogy of several famous personalities who had succeeded because of having a vision, and not
necessarily having any education to speak of. A few examples included the creative Freddy Mercury from the
amazing band “Queen”, Rafael Nadal, a successful author and tennis as well as a well-known soccer player.
Keith selected some powerful videos to demonstrate team work – one vividly depicting a pack of wild dogs hunting
down a huge wildebeest stopping just in time to spare us the obviously successful ending - for the wild dogs of course.
He emphasised the fact that we need to understand and embrace the different personalities in our team and looked
at the different personality styles. He also discussed the 5 Languages of appreciation which are essential for creating
a winning team:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gifts – Do something for someone.
Touch –to show recognition- A light tap on the shoulder or a high-five.
Acts of service – Wash up, bring something.
Words of appreciation – “you’re doing a good job!”
Quality time – share time over a cup of coffee/ meet.

Keith ended the session with the fact that we need to fully understand the different personalities in our teams and
not to forget the difference between how men and woman think and showed a very funny video by Mark Gungor on
how our brains are different.
He said team work is working together to achieve a common goal and he won our hearts when he agreed that “bid
teams have a tough environment!”
The tribe has spoken… Thank you, Keith, for your #outstanding performance and for sharing your insight with us all.
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XROSSING BORDERS CONFERENCE – AUDITORIUM SESSIONS
ELEPHANT AND THE RIDER
Compiled by Belinda Engelbrecht

Wow! What an amazing presentation! Mike spoke about the elephant and the rider – 10 tips to survive and thrive. The
elephant (emotion) and the rider (analytical). Differentiators are what we do different and discriminators are what we
do different and the customer values it. The elephant is only involved in value. The rider has to read all the information
for an oral proposal. The rider is pretty much asleep most of the time. When the elephant hears something it awakes
the rider. We need to make sure that the elephant wakes up the rider. The first person we talk to is the elephant.
Asking: Do you want to save money?

Mike discussed how to do this. This applies to proposals as well. How to make you even better than you already are!
How to achieve greater success faster and easier than you have done it. The secret is to go back to the elephant first
and then the rider. Train your elephant first to do the heavy lifting so your rider doesn’t have to do the heavy work
first.
We can train our elephant by doing small things, which over time build up, the
elephant goes, “Oh so the right thing to do is what you have been working at all
this time! I got you”. The rider will go back to sleep and the elephant will do all
the heavy lifting so your life can become easier. This training can be little tiny
things, For example, word choice!
E.g. let’s go to MacDonald’s, and then you say BUT MacDonald’s man, I don’t want to go to MacDonald’s. The elephant,
when you say BUT, it is the great eraser. So anything you said first and I say BUT, erases everything you said first.
Instead say Yes, and we went to MacDonald’s yesterday are you cool to go to another place today? It changes how
people react.
Should means that you don’t accept reality. I should have done this and yet you didn’t.
Anything after should tell the elephant you don’t have to do it. Complete the sentence:
I should work out, but……. Anytime you say should you mean don’t do it elephant!
Rather say Want to instead. I want to work out. You are teaching the elephant that it is
the right thing to do.
Last is have to. What do you have to do? Think about it? You have to breathe and that
is it. Have to vs want to. I want to go to the bathroom. Remember that you don’t have to go to the bathroom technically.
It is very difficult to understand that you have infinite control over your life. Your word choices define the reaction you
receive and how you feel by saying it. Selecting your words correctly will you train your elephant.
For Top 10 Life Hacks to unlock your potential go to www.24hrco.com/TTL.pdf or check out the cheat sheet infographic
Mike shared during his presentation on www.24hrco.com/GCS.pdf
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CREATING BUY-IN AS AN INDUSTRY LEADER
Compiled by Larissa Cornelius

Douglas Kruger is an international speaker, business author and five times winner of the Southern
African Public Speaking Championships.
He helps organisations to innovate, break their own rules and disrupt industry norms, in order to
position themselves as leading brands.

Douglas Kruger shared with the APMP conference attendees how to create buy in as
industry leader. He shared high-level steps to position yourself as the “go-to-name” in your
industry. The steps are detailed in his book “Own your Industry”. Beside tips to gain buy-in,
when you are known as the expert, people will come to you, other benefits include
increased perceived value.

Attendees on the day learnt how to develop a title, become a face and a voice in the minds of key industry players,
and use simple but powerful positioning techniques to cut through the marketing clutter of your competitors.
Building an industry reputation, using media channels to reach your market and communicating complex ideas
through memorable frameworks is a few tools to help lead the way.
Douglas shared his own story of how he managed to climb as an industry leader using these techniques and the how
from his first book how much easier his 5th book has been after he proved he was an industry expert. The tools can
be shared to create buy-in within the organisation of the strategic nature of proposal management, elevating your
place in the market and or following your passion.

All in all if you want to own, you need to be brave and do what most won’t.
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BATTLE OF THE BIDS
Compiled by Petra McCabe

We met our two contestants, Sara (team avoid it) & Lara (team go for it), who had 5 days
to complete a major bid for SmartCo. They took us through their bid preparation journey.
It was clear from the start that Lara had her ducks in a row, while poor Sarah was struggling
through the whole process. Lara taught us that you must plan to win and price early,
followed by developing story boards for key messages and templates that speaks to the
RFP requirements, the statutory requirements, the evaluation criteria and scope of work.
The next step is to spend some time to put words to the content plan and to mock-ups of
the pictures that you want to include with your action captions to
ensure that it articulates your visual strategy. This is followed by various review sessions gold review for value, pricing and risk, the blue review for win strategy and scope of work
and the red review in the beginning and end of the process to check for quality, spelling and
layout. Finally, print package and submit! The session ended with a dance-off to Tina
Turner’s “Simply the Best”.
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SURVIVING TRANSFORMATION FACILITATED BY DIONNE KERR
Compiled by Petra McCabe

Dionne Kerr is the Founder and Chief Operating Officer of Siyakha Consulting. She has actively advised
both public and private sector clients in Transformation, Development and Strategy since leaving the
banking industry in 1998.

Dionne spoke about transformation and the fact that it changes perpetually. An example she used was how when
Medupi was built, the South African government was hugely criticised for the fact that 86% of the contract value left
South Africa. Indonesian welders were imported who got paid in USD, while South African welders were being
retrenched from our mines. The lesson here is that a government’s first and foremost responsibility is to its own
constituency.
She asked the panel’s thoughts on what opportunity there are for businesses to think differently in being responsive
to state-owned bids. The answer - plan your transformation strategy and enable SMME’s throughout the bid process.
As Dionne stated - dependence is not empowerment, if the individuals are not empowered through the process, they
are dependent on you, and that is not what we want.
Dionne ended by encouraging SMME procurement and for us to help find a formula to keep the SMME’s alive and to
grow them. We need change our mind sets and structure. We need to write our bids so that we are part of a winning
formula for South African success. Buy local, create local jobs!
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EXPERIENCING THE APMP CONFERENCE AS A FIRST-TIMER
Compiled by Dennie Robinson (Excellerate Services)

“And the winner of this year’s survivor is…………”

Wow, much anticipation and excitement for my first APMP Conference and especially with the
theme “Survival of the Fittest”. I had heard so much about APMP and yes, did wonder, could
they really provide insight and guidance with my day to day function within the bids team. Would
this conference give me something I could take away and add value to my team?
In my mind, because we work in our own “little” worlds with our Bids Teams and yes, work to
deadline after deadline, what was one of the most amazing things for me, was to sit in an audience and know that
95% of those in attendance were all part of the bids / tenders “family”. I was not alone with the stress, pressure,
exhaustion and then elation working with Bids. Here were people who felt what I was feeling.

I enjoyed the warm and friendly welcoming. Everyone had smiles on their faces. Loved the “Battle of the Bids” –
and I think all of us at times have felt like Sarah and then had some wine and then become a “Lara”.

In the presentation “Teamwork makes the Dream work” – I enjoyed the point to effectively work as a team, you need
to understand and accept your team members. Work with their strengths, and show them the five languages of
appreciation. Your team can either make or break you. Why not work with the positive and create a happy
environment.

Tea time – yay! Such yummy treats and an opportunity to mingle and try look for the hidden immunity idols, figure
out riddles and yes, definitely a toilet break!
The Elephant and the Rider – I could not write fast enough because everything I was hearing made so much sense
and the way Mike presented, I was hanging on his every word. I enjoyed how he interacted with us, the audience.
The visuals were brilliant and thank you Mike for waiting for us to take pictures of the slides.
Lunch time – more yummy food!

Douglas Kruger’s presentation was food for thought. I definitely tend to be as the majority and would rather wait for
someone else to put their hand up. However, after this discussion, I am slowly learning how to be the one to be
different, to put my hand up and as Douglas said, shout it from the roof tops!

All in all, the day was amazing and I would like to say a very big thank you to all the ladies who worked tirelessly
behind the scenes to make this possible. Thank you Ladies!

And the winner is……………..APMP!
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EXPERIENCING APMP ON AN INTERNATIONAL LEVEL
Compiled by Koena Masoga

As 1 of 1000 delegates from all over the world, I worked my way through 37 exhibitor stands and attended as many
break-away sessions as possible. A truly unforgettable experience!

Sessions Attended

Learnings

Improvements
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UPCOMING EVENTS
September 2019: Enterprise and Supplier Development Expo

October 2019: APMP Annual General Meeting
Date: 17 October 2019
Time: 17h30
Venue: Aecom Offices, Centurion
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